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EMS Prizes

The EMS prizes are awarded by the European Mathemati al So iety in re ognition of distinguished ontributions in Mathemati s by young resear hers not older than 35 years. The prizes
are presented every four years at the European Congress of Mathemati s.
The EMS Prize Committee is appointed by the EMS and onsists of a number of re ognized
mathemati ians from a wide variety of elds. The prizes were rst awarded in Paris in 1992, followed by Budapest in 1996, Bar elona in 2000, Sto kholm in 2004. During 5ECM in Amsterdam,
the prizes will be awarded on July 14, 2008. Ea h prize winner will re eive 5,000 Euro.
The prize money has been generously made available by the Dut h Foundation Compositio Mathemati a.

EMS Prize Committee
Chair: Robert Tijdeman, Leiden

Antonio Ambrosetti, Trieste
Andrei Aleksandrovi h Gon har, Mos ow
Erwin Bolthausen, Zuri h
Simon Kirwan Donaldson, London
Igor Kri hever, New York
Anders Lindquist, Sto kholm
Volker Mehrmann, Berlin
Jaroslav Nesetril, Prague
Aleksander Pel zynski, Warsaw
Marie-Franoise Roy, Rennes
Bernard Silverman, Oxford
Jan Philip Solovej, Copenhagen
Juan Luis Vazquez, Madrid
Benjamin Weiss, Jerusalem
The names, itations and abstra ts of the ten EMS Prize Winners are given on the next ten pages.
Two of them, Artur Avila and Laure Saint-Raymond, were also sele ted as invited speakers, by
the EMS S ienti Committee.
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Artur Avila
Full name: Artur Avila Cordeiro de Melo, born: June 29, 1979; itizenship: Brazilian; Ph.D.:
IMPA Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; presently: Clay Mathemati s Institute, Paris 6, Fran e and IMPA,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Artur Avila has obtained many important results in dynami al systems, espe ially in the theory of iterated rational maps and the Tei hmuller geodesi ow. Several of them provide the nal
solution to longstanding and major problems, for example: his proof with Lyubi h that there are
in nitely renormalizable Julia sets in the quadrati family f (z ) = z 2 + with Hausdor dimension
stri tly less than 2, his proof with Jitomirskaya of the "ten Martini Conje ture" of B. Simon, his
proof with Viana of the Kontsevi h-Zori h onje ture on sympli ity of the Lyapunov spe trum
for the Tei hmuller geodesi ow, his proof with Forni that almost every interval ex hange whi h
does not have the ombinatori s of a rotation is weakly mixing and his proof with Gouezel and
Yo oz of exponential mixing for the Tei hmuller ow. He is internationally re ognized as a leader
of resear h in these areas.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Dynami s of quasiperiodi
Abstra t:

Thursday, July 17, 10:30-11:15, Room B2

o y les and the spe trum of the almost Mathieu operator

The almost Mathieu operator H = H; ; : `2 (Z) ! `2 (Z) is given by
(Hu)n = un+1 + un 1 + 2 os 2 ( + n )un ;

where  (the oupling), (the frequen y) and  (the phase) are parameters. Originally introdu ed
and studied in the physi s litterature, it turned out to also give rise to a ri h mathemati al theory,
where algebra, analysis and dynami al systems intera t. Among some key distinguishing features,
we point out the presen e of a remarkable symmetry (Aubry duality) between large and small
ouplings, and a sharp phase transition at the self-dual point  = 1.
We stress that there is also qualitative dependen e with respe t to the frequen y and the
phase (related to their Diophantine properties), and whi h makes it parti ularly tough to a hieve
a des ription of the whole parameter spa e. Neverthless key natural questions (regarding the
topology and measure of the spe trum, but also the nature of the spe tral measures) have re ently
been fully addressed.
We will dis uss these and related questions whi h fo used the developments sin e 1980, emphasizing the onne tion with the dynami s of quasiperiodi o y les whi h has played a fundamental
role in the latest ontributions.
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Alexei Borodin
Born: June 25, 1975; itizenship Russian; Ph.D.: Univ. Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 2001; presently:
CalTe h, Pasadena, U.S.A.

Alexei Borodin has made substantial ontributions to the representation theory of "big" groups,
to ombinatori s, intera ting parti le systems and random matrix theory. A key observation of
Borodin and Olshanski in the representation theory of big groups is that the irredu ible hara ters
for the group are asso iated with sto hasti point pro esses. Borodin found a determinantal formula for the orrelation fun tions of the so- alled generalized regular representation of the in nite
symmetri group and, with Olshanski, also of the unitary group. A stunning onsequen e of his
work is one of the rst proofs of a onje ture of Baik, Deift and Johansson in Combinatori s.
In later work Borodin analyzed the irredu ible hara ter asso iated with the generalized regular
representation. Borodin and his ollaborators also developed a radi al new approa h for analyzing
totally antisymmetri simple ex lusion pro esses. Equally remarkable is his work on isomonodromy
transformations of linear systems of di eren e equations and his solution of a problem of Widom
on the spe trum of some matrix. Borodin is a brillant mathemati ian.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Monday, July 14, 13:00-13:45, Room E-F

Random surfa es in dimensions two, three, and four

The goal of the talk is to survey re ent results on various lasses of random surfa es
with fo us on their asymptoti behavior. Examples in lude random partitions, driven intera ting
parti le systems, and random tilings. No preliminary knowledge of the material will be assumed.
Abstra t:
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Ben Green
Full name: Ben Joseph Green, born: February 27, 1977; itizenship: British; Ph.D.: University of Cambridge, 2002; presently University of Cambridge, England.

Ben Green is best known for his elebrated result with Teren e Tao that there exist arbitrarily long arithmeti progressions of primes. Some basi ideas for the proof an already be found
in the earlier work of Green. Therein he proved that every relative dense subset of the primes
ontains an arithmeti progression of length 3. In another paper he improved a result of Bourgain on the sumset of two dense subsets of an interval. Where Bourgain obtained a lower bound
1/3 in the exponent and Ruzsa an upper bound 2/3, Green got a lower bound 1/2. One of the
essential steps in the proof of the famous result with Tao is the dis overy by Green that the work
of Goldston and Yildirim on short intervals between primes provided pre isely the "random-like"
superset of the primes that they needed. After their proof Green and Tao have ontinued their
investigations. This has allowed them to give an asymptoti for how many progressions of length
4 there are in the primes up to N . By now Green has a string of highly impressive results.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Wednesday, July 16, 10:30-11:15, Room E-F

Patterns of primes
Abstra t: I shall talk about joint work with Teren e Tao on on gurations of prime numbers. In
parti ular I shall talk about the ideas required to obtain an asymptoti for the number of 4-term
arithmeti progressions of primes p1 < p2 < p3 < p4  N . I shall also dis uss progress towards a
mu h more general result on patterns of primes.
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Olga Holtz
Name: Olga V. Holtz; born: August 19, 1973; itizenship: Russian; Ph.D.: University of Wis onsinMadison, 2000; presently: Te hnis he Universitat Berlin, Germany, and University of CaliforniaBerkeley, U.S.A.

Olga Holtz has made substantial ontributions to several mathemati al areas in luding algebra, numeri al linear algebra, approximation theory, theoreti al omputer s ien e and numeri al analysis.
Some of these are spe ta ular results su h as the proof of the Newton inequalities for M -matri es,
the fundamental work on a urately evaluating polynomials in nite arithmeti and the proof
that all group theory based fast matrix multipli ation methods are numeri ally stable. These are
not only very strong results in theoreti al omputer s ien e that may have a fundamental impa t
on omputational methods of the oming years, but they also required very deep mathemati al
theory in the ontext of nite group theory. Her new work on zonotopal algebra is a substantial
ontribution to ombinatorial ommutative algebra. Olga Holtz is a mathemati ian who truly
trans ends the traditional boundaries of applied versus pure mathemati s.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Monday, July 14, 13:50-14:35, Room C-D

Complexity and stability of linear problems

Applied mathemati s relies on linearization as its main tool to solve various problems,
be they ODEs, PDEs, integral equations, optimization problems, or statisti al data analysis. The
linearized problems are subsequently handled by numeri al linear algebra algorithms, whose omplexity (running time) and numeri al stability (performan e under omputational error) are thus
of importan e for all applied mathemati s.
The talk will o er an introdu tion and overview of the theoreti al framework for omplexity
and error analysis of numeri al linear algorithms. From the relevant work of Gauss to the most
re ent results onne ting omplexity and stability of matrix-matrix multipli ation, this area has
deep onne tions with pure mathemati s, in luding group and ring theory, tensor analysis, and
algebrai geometry. The intent of the speaker is to highlight these beautiful onne tions and to
dis uss future hallenges.
Abstra t:
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Bo'az Klartag
Born: April 25, 1978; itizenship: Israeli; Ph.D.: Tel-Aviv University, 2004; presently: Clay
Mathemati s Institute, Prin eton University, U.S.A.

Bo'az Klartag's main a hievements are in Asymptoti Geometri Analysis. He has solved a number of long standing problems in this eld. He broke the re ord on the minimum number of
symmetrization steps of onvex bodies required to transform them into near balls, thereby solving
problems posed by Hadwiger and Bourgain-Lindenstrauss-Milman. He solved a sli ing problem
posed by Bourgain 20 years ago, exhibiting novel ideologi al and te hni al ideas. This work has
a strong impa t on Fun tional Analysis. He proved a entral limit theorem for onvex bodies, a
beautiful result bringing, in a novel way ideas of Convex Geometry into Probability Theory. With
Fe ermann he solved a fundamental problem on optimal extrapolation of smooth fun tions. Bo'az
Klartag is a surprisingly produ tive young mathemati ian who has su eeded, in a very short
time, to make breakthroughs in a number of di erent dire tions of major signi an e in modern
analysis.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Thursday, July 17, 10:30-11:15, Room C-D

High-dimensional distributions with onvexity properties

We review re ent advan es in our understanding of probability measures with geometri hara teristi s on Rn , for large n. These advan es in lude the entral limit theorem for
onvex sets, a ording to whi h the uniform measure on a high-dimensional onvex body has
marginals that are approximately gaussian.
Abstra t:
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Alexander Kuznetsov
Born: November 1, 1973; itizenship: Russian; Ph.D.: Mos ow State University, 1998; presently:
Steklov Mathemati al Institute, Mos ow, Russia.

Kuznetsov has made fundamental ontributions to birational proje tive geometry, representation
theory, mathemati al physi s, homologi al algebra, and non- ommutative geometry. A trademark
of his work is the blend of his ground-breaking ideas and te hni al sophisti ation. His work on birational proje tive geometry in ludes theories of homologi al Lefs hetz de ompositions, homologi al
proje tive duality and ategori al resolutions of singularities. Kuznetsov boldly and innovatively
ombines several ideas ranging from very lassi al algebrai geometry su h as Mori's Minimal
Model Program to su h hot topi s as Kontsevi h's Homologi al Mirror Symmetry Program. His
te hniques an be used in situations where the onventional onstru tions do not apply and thus
extend the range of birational proje tive geometry onsiderably. Kuznetsov's work is a great
sour e of inspiration.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Monday, July 14, 15:55-16:40, room C-D

Derived ategories and rationality of ubi fourfolds
Abstra t: I will des ribe the stru ture of the derived ategory of oherent sheaves on a 4dimensional ubi hypersurfa e and dis uss an approa h to the rationality problem. I will propose
a onje tural riterion of rationality of a ubi fourfold in terms of its derived ategory and des ribe
several examples.
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Assaf Naor
Born: May 7, 1975; itizenship: Cze h/Israeli; Ph.D.: Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel;
presently Courant Institute, New York, U.S.A.

Assaf Naor has made ground-breaking ontributions to three mathemati al elds: fun tional analysis, the theory of algorithms and ombinatori s. Naor is the leading ar hite t of the modern
theory of non-linear fun tional analysis: a theory that has taken o in re ent years and has beome an essential tool in mathemati al omputer s ien e. Among other things, Naor and a variety
of ollaborators dis overed an unpredi ted threshold phenomenon in the non-linear Dvoretzky Theorem, found a non-linear analogue of the otype invariant and proved a sophisti ated non-linear
analogue of the elebrated Maurey-Pisier Theorem. Naor's work has led to essentially optimal
embeddings of nite subsets of L1 into Hilbert spa e and then e, the best available polynomial
time approximation algorithm to ompute the sparsest ut in a network with several ommodities. Assaf Naor's versatility, originality and te hni al power are overwhelming and his work has
a profound in uen e on fun tional analysis and mathemati al omputer s ien e.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Thursday, July 17, 11:20-12:05, Room C-D

The story of the Sparsest Cut problem

In the past de ade methods from Riemannian geometry and Bana h spa e theory
have be ome a entral tool in the design and analysis of approximation algorithms for a wide
range of NP hard problems. In the reverse dire tion, problems and methods from theoreti al
omputer s ien e have re ently led to solutions of long standing problems in metri geometry.
This talk will illustrate the onne tion between these elds through the example of the Sparsest
Cut problem. This problem asks for a polynomial time algorithm whi h omputes the Cheeger
onstant of a given nite graph. The Sparsest Cut problem is known to be NP hard, but it is
of great interest to devise eÆ ient algorithms whi h ompute the Cheeger onstant up to a small
multipli ative error. We will show how a simple linear programming formulation of this problem
leads to a question on bi-Lips hitz embeddings of nite metri spa es into L1 , whi h has been
solved by Bourgain in 1986.
We will then pro eed to study a quadrati variant of this approa h whi h leads to the best
known approximation algorithm for the Sparsest Cut problem. The investigation of this "semidefinite relaxation" leads to deli ate questions in metri geometry and isoperimetry, in whi h the
geometry of the Heisenberg group plays an unexpe ted role.
Abstra t:
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Laure Saint-Raymond
Born: August 4, 1975, itizenship: Fren h; Ph.D.: Paris VII, Fran e, 2000; presently: ENS
Paris, Fran e.

Laure Saint-Raymond is well known for her outstanding results on nonlinear partial di erential equations in the dynami s of gases and plasmas and also in uid dynami s. Her most striking
work on erns the study of the hydrodynami limits of the equation of Boltzmann in the kineti
theory of gases, where she answered a question posed by Riemann within the framework of his 6th
problem. Re ently, in ollaboration with I. Gallagher, she aims at understanding the equations
of rotating uids within the limit where the number of Rossby tends to 0. They have already
obtained surprising results in this dire tion. At 32 years, Laure Saint-Raymond is at the origin
of several outstanding and diÆ ult results in the eld of nonlinear partial di erential equations of
mathemati al physi s. She is one of the most brilliant young mathemati ians in her generation.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Monday, July 14, 13:00-13:45, Room C-D

Some results about the sixth problem of Hilbert
Abstra t: The aim of this le ture is to present some mathemati al results des ribing the transition from kineti theory, and more pre isely from the Boltzmann equation for perfe t gases to
hydrodynami s. Di erent uid asymptoti s will be investigated, starting always from solutions
of the Boltzmann equation whi h are only assumed to satisfy the estimates oming from physi s,
namely some bounds on mass, energy and entropy.
We will introdu e some tools for the derivation of these hydrodynami limits. We will rst
omment on the entropy inequality whi h provides uniform a priori estimates on the distribution
(depending on the s aling to be onsidered). We will then explain how these bounds, espe ially that
on the entropy dissipation, allow to ontrol the relaxation me hanism towards lo al thermodynami
equilibrium. We will nally study the balan e between that relaxation pro ess due to ollisions,
and the other important physi al me hanism, namely the free transport : in vis ous regimes the
global stru ture of the s aled Boltzmann equation is a tually of hypoellipti type, and one an
exhibit some regularizing e e t of the free transport.
The in ompressible Navier-Stokes limit is the only hydrodynami asymptoti s for whi h we
are able to implement all these tools and for whi h an optimal onvergen e result is known. By
\optimal", we mean that this onvergen e result holds globally in time, does not require any
assumption neither on the initial velo ity pro le nor on the initial thermodynami elds, and that
it takes into a ount boundary onditions, and des ribes their limiting form.
The state of the art about the in ompressible Euler limit is not so omplete. Due to the la k
of regularity estimates in invis id regimes, the onvergen e results des ribing the in ompressible
Euler asymptoti s of the Boltzmann equation require in parti ular some additional regularity
assumptions on the solution to the target equations.
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Agata Smoktunowi z
Born: O tober 12, 1973; itizenship: Polish; Ph.D.: PAN, Warsaw, Poland; presently: University of Edinburgh, S otland and Institute of Mathemati s of the Polish A ademy of S ien es.

Agata Smoktunowi z has solved a number of outstanding problems in non ommutative algebra.
She has made the rst signi ant progress for de ades on some fundamental problems on erning
nil rings. The most spe ta ular of these results is the onstru tion, over any ountable eld, of a
simple nil algebra. This solves a famous problem of Levitsky, Ja obson and later Kaplansky from
around 1970. This work is a te hni al tour-de-for e. Other outstanding problems she has solved
in lude an answer to a problem about polynomial rings over nil rings rst asked by Amitsur in
1971, the proof of the Artin-Sta ord Gap Theorem for graded domains, and the rst examples of
nitely generated nil, but not nilpotent algebras with polynomially bounded growth. In all her
work, Smoktunowi z has introdu ed novel te hniques and onstru tions and she displays a great
ability to deal with long, diÆ ult and te hni ally demanding al ulations.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Tuesday, July 15, 10:30-11:15, Room E-F

On some open questions in non ommutative ring theory

The aim of this talk is to analyse the diversity of some important lasses of in nitedimensional algebras with respe t to their properties and their onne tions with other bran hes
of mathemati s. All the mentioned algebras are non ommutative and asso iative. The rst part
of the talk will fo us on in nite-dimensional algebrai algebras, Golod-S hafarevi h algebras, algebras with many generi relations and the Ja obson radi al algebras. Some onne tions with
ombinatorial group theory and Lie algebras will be mentioned. In the middle part of the talk I
will on entrate on growth properties of algebras and onne tions with the non ommutative algebrai geometry. In the last part of the le ture I will mention some long-standing open questions in
the general ring theory, su h as Kurosh problem for domains, Koethes onje ture, Ani ks onje ture for quadrati algebras, Latyshevs question on nitely generated division rings and Amitsurs
onje ture on nitely presented algebras. Some re ent open questions on growth of algebras also
will be dis ussed.
Abstra t:
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Cedri Villani
Born: O tober 5, 1973; itizenship: Fren h; Ph.D.: ENS, Paris, Fran e, 1998; presently: ENS
Lyon, Fran e.

Cedri Villani has ontributed to the theory of non-equilibrium statisti al me hani s, in parti ular in onne tion with the Boltzmann equation and the Landau equation in plasma physi s.
He proved the Cer ignani onje ture and obtained with Desvillettes the rst onvergen e result
to a global gaussian equilibrium for the Boltzmann equation without any smallness assumption.
A se ond omponent of Villani's work is at a rosspoint between probability, fun tional analysis, partial di erential equations, di erential and Riemannian geometries. With Otto he studied
the link between di usion equations, Talagrand inequalities and logarithmi Sobolev inequalities.
More re ently, Lott and Villani obtained a new hara terization of Riemannian manifolds with
bounded Ri i urvature from below, in terms of onvexity of the Boltzmann entropy with respe t
to optimal transportation (Monge-Kantorovi h-Wasserstein) metri s. By his way of looking at
problems Villani has inspired many.

Prize Winner's Le ture

Monday, July 14, 15:05-15:50, Room C-D

Optimal transport and Riemannian geometry: Monge meets Riemann

The theory of optimal transport of measures, whi h has traditionally developed itself as a bran h of probability theory and al ulus of variations, has during the past two de ades
onsiderably expanded to rea h new territories su h as the theory of dynami al systems, partial
di erential equations, uid me hani s and Riemannian geometry. In this talk I shall fo us on
re ent advan es about the links between optimal transport and Riemann urvature, fo using on
Ri i urvature and some nonlo al variants of se tional urvature.

Abstra t:
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Felix Klein Prize

The Felix Klein Prize has been established by the European Mathemati al So iety and the endowing organization: the Institute for Industrial Mathemati s in Kaiserslautern. It is awarded to
a young s ientist or a small group of young s ientists (normally under the age of 38) for using sophisti ated methods to give an outstanding solution to a on rete and diÆ ult industrial problem,
whi h meets with the omplete satisfa tion of industry. The Prize is presented every four years at
the European Congresses of Mathemati s. The prize ommittee onsists of six members appointed
by agreement of the EMS and the Institute for Industrial Mathemati s in Kaiserslautern. The
rst prize was presented at 3e m in Bar elona to David C. Dobson. During 4e m in Sto kholm,
no Felix Klein Prize was awarded. The se ond Felix Klein Prize will be presented during 5e m in
Amsterdam to Josselin Garnier. It arries a monetary award of 5,000 Euros.

Felix Klein Prize Committee
Chair: Yvon Maday, Paris

Louis Bonilla, Madrid
Willi Jager, Heidelberg
Axel Klar, Kaiserslautern
Arjen Lenstra, Lausanne
Helmut Neunzert, Kaiserslautern

Josselin Garnier
 ole Polyte hnique, 1996; presently: UniBorn: June 18, 1971; itizenship: Fren h; Ph.D.: E
versite Paris 7.

Josselin Garnier was appointed asso iate Professor in Mathemati s in Toulouse at the (remarkably
young) age of 30, and he joined the Universite Paris Diderot (Paris 7) in 2005, where he be ame
a full professor in 2007. He is aÆliated to the Laboratoire de Probabilites et Modeles Aleatoires
and the Laboratoire Ja ques Louis Lions. He is also a s ienti
onsultant at the Nu lear Energy Agen y (CEA), he has a number of resear h ontra ts with many teams of CEA, with the
Fren h Ele tri Company (EDF), and with the European Aeronauti Defen e and Spa e ompany
(EADS). In 2006, he has been one of the organizers (with Guillaume Bal and Didier Lu or) of
the CERMRACS summer a tivity of SMAI that aims at promoting the ollaboration between
a ademi and industrial mathemati ians on dedi ated problems.
His resear h is at the interfa e of sto hasti s and applied analysis, and the elds of appli ations
are mainly in opti s, wave propagation and plasma physi s. He is a leading s ientist dealing with
probabilisti aspe ts in the framework of partial di erential equations and he has shown his ability
to apply powerful theoreti al tools to deal with real industrial problems.
Josselin Garnier has both an impressive a ademi urri ulum (wave propagation in random
medium where a re ent breakthrough is the analysis of time reversal of the wave when the medium
is randomly layered, rst proof of the existen e of solitons in random media with qualitative and
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quantitative information, analysis of Bose-Einstein ondensates...) where he has published numerous high level publi ations in international s ienti journals both in the mathemati al area
and in applied physi s area but he is also deeply involved in real appli ations (new te hniques in
imaging for the dete tion of buried obje ts, tele ommuni ation for omparison of signal-to-noise
ratio and signal-to-interferen e ratio for various proto ols in wireless ommuni ation, design of
the target in the Laser Mega Joule experimental devi e in the framework of Inertial Con nement
Fusion, problems in aeronauti s where for a ousti problems, ele tromagneti ompatibility analysis, design of antennas.... the industrial on eption has to in orporate now Random modeling
and un ertainty management). Finally he knows very well the state-of-the-art about most of the
numeri al methods in Computational Fluid Dynami s and he an provide very useful orientations
for robust simulations of these problems.

Felix Klein Prize Winner's Le ture

Monday, July 14, 13:50-14:35, Room E-F

Passive Sensor Imaging Using Cross Correlations of Noisy Signals
Abstra t: In this talk we onsider the problem of estimating the Green's fun tion of the wave
equation in an inhomogeneous medium. A new passive method using only ambient noise has been
re ently proposed. It is based on the property that the Green's fun tion between two sensors an
be estimated from the ross orrelation of ambient noise re orded by the sensors. Cross orrelation
of noise re ords an be used for geophysi al imaging: the ross orrelation ontains information
about the Green's fun tion from whi h the travel time an be obtained. The ba kground propagation velo ity an then be estimated from the travel times between sensors in a network overing
the region of interest.
We will dis uss the theoreti al onditions required to observe the emergen e of the Green's
fun tion between two sensors from the ross orrelation of noise re ords. We will show that
fourth-order ross orrelations an also be used with auxiliary sensors in order to enhan e travel
time estimation in a s attering medium. We will also dis uss passive sensor imaging of re e tors by
suitably migrating the ross orrelations. We will show that re e tors an be imaged in a s attering
medium with passive sensor networks by migrating suitable fourth-order ross orrelations.
The talk will survey joint work with G. Papani olaou (Stanford) and K. Solna (UC Irvine).
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